Beverage Tools

Total Beverage Solution

- Process Driven RAS
- Fully Featured WMS
- Load Planning Module (TPM)
- Robust Reporting Tools
- RM and Labor Planning
- Agile Demand Planner
- On-site or In the Cloud

Benefits

- Load Trucks Efficiently
- Access Dashboards Anywhere
- Utilize Extensive Data Store
- Plan for Demand Changes
- Measure Your Performance
- Optimize Routes

Optimize Planning. Enhance Reporting.

Improve Resource Management.

Softeon’s Beverage Tools extend your WMS or RAS to enable planning, optimize operations and enhance reporting. Softeon works with you to add only the modules for your best fit - connecting the pieces of the supply chain where you need it most.

Load Planning
Transportation Planning Module (TPM)

Load Planning is a key module as order processing and routes to market are always changing. With the increased use of a mixed pre-sell route hybrid delivery model, one warehouse may load out bulk, small format end load, bay trucks, peddle and on-premise routes. Softeon’s Beverage Load Planning tool allows you to:

- Handle more complex order flows and load types
- Automate bulk and end loading truck build
- Merge inbound orders based on rules configuration
- Configure side loaders with a bi-level decision tree for pick efficiency, including layer pick or pick by bay
- Build driver-friendly pallets

Reporting and Analytics

Reporting and Analytics provides your team with real-time workforce performance information and KPIs. Softeon’s Beverage Reporting and Analytics tools allow you to:

- Rapidly construct and save templates for your KPIs
- Explore data using analytical tools to gain insight and uncover opportunities for improvement
- Reduce the time and cost involved with constantly customizing reports

“What really separates Softeon from the rest is their partnership and people. The software provides all the functionalities and controls needed, but they also understand that all companies are different and were willing to adapt to our developing needs.”

Hensley Beverage Company
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Deployment Options

- Softeon offers a choice in software deployment. Softeon’s solutions can be deployed as a stand-alone system with the option to add other integrated, beverage modules when the timing is right for you.

- Softeon’s Beverage solutions are available as a licensed installation or as a cloud-based hosted solution.

- Softeon’s service-oriented architecture and powerful rules engine create flexible solutions. Customers experience rapid implementation, low cost of ownership and an efficient supply chain.

Labor Planning and Management

Managing your number one resource has never been more important. You need to reduce costs and minimize execution variability. Softeon’s Resource Management System (RMS) module provides powerful tools that enable you to control and optimize performance. Softeon’s RMS allows you to:

- Plan for labor resources based on actual work
- Access labor reporting at multiple levels
- Utilize an incentive-based pay model

Accurate Forecasting

Accurate forecasting drives inventory, replenishment and purchasing decisions. Softeon’s Agile Demand Planner allows you to:

- React to near-term customer demand information, including POS data as well as store and distributor inventory levels
- Conduct planning from the bottom-up (actual sales) or top-down (revenue targets)

Truck Routing and Planning

Truck routing and planning automatically creates delivery truck plans integrated with customer pre-orders and route-specific sales forecasts (peddle sales). Softeon’s truck planning module allows you to:

- Significant improve loading and shipping efficiencies
- Build shipments and routes based on the powerful rules engine for shipment optimization, supporting all carriers and modes
- Drive labor efficiencies in loading operations and delivery route stops for pre-sales and peddle-sales scenarios

“We were looking for a strong WMS with integrated RAS and DSD solutions. Softeon met all those criteria and more, with a user-friendly interface.”

Hensley Beverage Company